NOTES:

1. Skids & shoes to be treated with creosote or other preservative.
2. Siding & flooring to be nailed to all diagonal braces, notched into face of studs & top of skids.
3. When in use, see that site is level, or block up skids as req'd.
4. Price board to be held in closed position with hooks and eyes located at each end of board.
5. Metal straps may be used to secure four rafters to the ribbon in place of the 2"x2" cleats shown.
6. Chains to be secured to counter with eye-bolts and to sides of rafters with hooks. Provide additional hooks on the same rafters toward rear wall and located so that chains will hold each counter section in a closed position.

Note:

This archival plan is provided as a study plan only and may not be suitable for construction without modification, and may not be appropriate for all locales. Code officials and other authorities should always be consulted before any construction is attempted.